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3,418,084 
RECTANGULAR FRACTION COLLECTOR 

John R. Allington, Lincoln, Nebr., assignor to Instru 
mentation Specialties Company, Lincoln, Nebr., a 
corporation of Nebraska 

Filed Oct. 27, 1966, Ser. No. 589,878 
10 Claims. (Cl. 23—259) 

This invention relates to a chemical fraction collector 
and more particularly to apparatus for carrying a plu 
rality of test tubes in succession through a ?lling station. 

Chemical fraction collectors are used for the collection 
of liquid samples from chromatographic apparatus for 
purposes of analysis. Certain fraction collectors comprise 
a turntable arranged to carry a plurality of test tubes in 
concentric or spiral rows. The turntable turns a few 
degrees after each sample collection to bring the next 
tube into the ?lling position. Such device requires con 
siderable space and a group of test tubes cannot con 
veniently be removed until the entire fractionation run 
is completed. Other fraction collectors comprise an ar 
rangement of shuttles, each carrying a plurality of test 
tubes and movable linearly through the ?lling station. 
Each shuttle is removable and can be used as a test tube 
rack. However, apparatus of this class presently available 
is of complex construction requiring several motors, 
levers and cams to move the shuttles, either from one 
magazine to another or around a continuous path. 
A fraction collector made in accordance with this in 

vention comprises a plurality of shuttles arranged in two 
rows Within two magazines formed in a common con 
tainer. Each shuttle is provided with means for carrying 
a plurality of test tubes and is easily inserted into and 
removed from the container. The shuttles and the con 
tainer are so constructed that movement of the shuttles 
through the ?lling stations and a subsequent transfer of 
shuttles from one to the other of the magazines requires 
the use of two simple spur gears, thereby resulting in 
manufacturing economy and greater reliability of service 
due to a minimum number of moving parts to be damaged 
mechanically or by spilled chemicals. 
An object of this invention is the provision of a 

chemical fraction collector of novel construction involv 
ing a minimum number of parts. 
An object of this invention is the provision of a chemi 

cal fraction collector comprising a plurality of identical 
shuttles for carrying test tubes, which shuttles are ar 
ranged in two rows in magazines formed in a container, 
means for automatically effecting a transfer of shuttles 
from one to the other magazine, and drive means for im 
parting an intermittent linear movement to the shuttles as 
they progress between the two magazines. 
An object of this invention is the provision of a chemi 

cal fraction collector comprising a rectangular container 
divided into two magazines, a plurality of identical 
shuttles disposed in rows in the magazines, means forming 
transfer passageways at the ends of the magazines, means 
for simultaneously driving two shuttles through the trans 
fer passageways in opposite directions and cooperating 
coupling means formed at the end of each shuttle, said 
coupling means automatically eliecting a coupling and de 
coupling of the end shuttles in each magazine to the said 
two shuttles when the latter occupy predetermined posi 
tions in the said passageways. 
An object of this invention is the provision of apparatus 

for transporting test tubes or the like in succession through 
?lling stations, which apparatus comprises a pair of 
magazines formed in a container, means forming trans 
fer passageways at the ends of the magazines, a plurality 
of shuttles disposed in rows in the magazines and two 
reference shuttles initially disposed in the said passage— 
ways, means for simultaneously moving the two refer 
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2 
ence shuttles through the passageways in opposite direc 
tions in a step-by-step manner thereby to position the 
associated test tubes in the ?lling stations, cooperating 
coupling means formed on the ends of the shuttles for 
automatically effecting a mechanical coupling and de 
coupling of the end shuttle of each magazine to the proxi 
mate reference shuttle when the latter is in predetermined 
position in the passageway, and cooperating means formed 
on the shuttles and the container for automatically effect 
ing a transfer of the reference shuttles into the magazines. 

These and other objects and advantages of the inven 
tion become apparent from the following description 
when taken with the accompanying drawings. It will be 
understood, however, that the drawings are for purposes 
of illustration and are not to be construed as de?ning the 
scope or limits of the invention, reference being had for 
the latter purpose to the claims appended hereto. 

In the ‘drawings wherein like reference characters de 
note like parts in the several views: 
FIGURE 1 is a top plan view of a fraction collector 

made in accordance with one embodiment of this in 
vention; 
FIGURE 2 is an enlarged, top plan view of one of the 

shuttles; 
FIGURE 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along the 

line III—III of FIGURE 2 and including one of the 
spur gears; 
FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary, isometric view showing 

the hook member and camming surfaces formed at one 
end of the shuttle; 
FIGURES 5~1O are enlarged fragmentary plan views 

showing the progressive movement of the shuttles from 
one to the other magazine when the apparatus is made 
as shown in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 11 is similar to FIGURE 1 and shows the 

apparatus made in accordance with another embodiment 
of the invention; and 
FIGURES 12-17 correspond to FIGURES 5-10 but 

showing the movement of the shuttles from one to the 
other magazine when the apparatus is made as shown 
in FIGURE 11. 

Referring now to FIGURE 1, the apparatus comprises 
a shallow, rectangular container 10 having square, inner 
corners. Secured to the bottom of the container is a 
rectangular frame member 11, the end walls 12 and 13 
being spaced a predetermined distance from the container 
front and rear walls 14 and 15, respectively. The chamber 
formed between the container side wall 16 and the left 
side wall 17, of the frame member, constitutes a left 
magazine, and the chamber formed between the con 
tainer side wall 18 and the right side wall 19, of the frame 
member, constitutes a right magazine. The magazines are 
?lled with identical shuttles, the end shuttles in the left 
magazine being identi?ed by the capital letters B and D 
and the end shuttles in the right magazine being identi?ed 
by the letters F and K. Two additional shuttles A and C 
are disposed in the spaces between the frame member and 
the container front and rear walls. For purposes of de 
scription, these spaces will be referred to as transfer 
passageways and the two shuttles disposed therein will 
be referred to as reference shuttles. Each transfer passage 
way has a width slightly greater than that of the shuttles 
to afford longitudinal sliding movement of the reference 
shuttles. In operation, the reference shuttles are moved, 
simultaneously, in opposite directions through the trans 
fer passageways, the shuttles in the left magazine move 
laterally toward the container front wall 14, as indicated 
by the arrow a, and the shuttles in the right magazine 
move toward the container rear wall 15, as indicated by 
the arrow b. 

Each shuttle is provided with means for carrying a 
plurality of test tubes, in upright positions, for receiving 
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liquid from a chromatographic apparatus. For example, 
each shuttle may have formed therein a plurality of lon 
gitudinally-spaced lbores for receiving the test tubes, sev 
eral of such bores 20 and 21 being shown formed in the 
upper surfaces of the reference shuttles A and C, respec 
tively. Alternatively, the bores may be omitted and each 
shuttle provided with suitable means for Securing a test 
tube rack thereto. As will be described hereinbelow, the 
reference shuttles are moved longitudinally through the 
transfer passageways in a step-by-step manner, through 
?lling stations, identi?ed, for example, by the letters 1‘ 
and 9". By means of suitable nozzles, liquid from the 
chromotographic apparatus may be directed into either 
or both of the two test tubes which occupy the ?lling 
stations. Thereafter, the reference shuttles A and C are 
moved in a step-by-step manner to bring succeeding test 
tubes into position for ?lling. The arrangement for auto 
matically ?lling the test tubes is well known in the chro 
matographic technique. Before the last test tubes of these 
shuttles have been ?lled, the leading shuttles B and K, 
in each magazine, automatically are moved into align 
ment with the transfer passageways and mechanically 
coupled to the proximate reference shuttles A and ‘C so 
that the test tubes carried by the said leading shuttles 
may vbe moved through the ?lling stations. The step-by 
step movement of the two shuttles through the transfer 
passageways is effected by means of two spur gears 22 
and 23 having teeth extending through openings formed 
in the container bottom and in mesh with gear racks 
formed in the bottom surfaces of the shuttles, each gear 
rack extending the full length of the shuttle bottom. 
The construction of the shuttles is shown in FIG 

URES 2-4 to which reference now is made. Here are 
shown, for example, ten bores 20 for accommodating 
ten test tubes. Referring to the left hand end of the shut-. 
tle, the side walls are tapered to a point forming the 
outer camming surfaces 25, 26 and the upper surface is 
recessed to form the upstanding hook member 27 and 
the complementary inner camming surfaces 28 and 29. 
The right hand end of the shuttle is of similar construc 
tion but reversely disposed, that is, the hook member 27’ 
extends downwardly and the outer camming surfaces 25' 
and 26' lie on opposite sides of the shuttle center line 
30 when taken with reference to the correspondingly 
numbered outer camming surfaces 25 and 26. It will be 
noted that the hook members are spaced from the apexeS 
of the inner camming surfaces. Also, as shown in FIG 
URE 2, the pointed ends of the shuttle are offset to op 
posite sides of the center line 30. The described arrange 
ment facilitates initiation of the camming action, as will 
be described below. Formed in the bottom surface of 
the shuttle, along the center line, is a gear rack 31, which 
rack extends the .full length of such surface. This gear 
rack is engaged by the spur gear 22 when the shuttle is 
disposed in the transfer passageway as, for example, the 
shuttle A shown in FIGURE 1. The two spur gears 22 
and 23 are mechanically-coupled together and operated 
intermittently, by a suitable drive mechanism, whereby 
the two shuttles are moved longitudinally in a step-‘by 
step manner in opposite directions. Referring again to 
FIGURES 24, each of the hook members 27, 27' ex 
tends somewhat beyond the median plane of the shuttle. 
Thus, when two shuttles are aligned end to end, the 
downwardly-extending hook member of one shuttle and 
the upwardly-extending hook member of the other shut 
tle may be brought into overlapping relationship, thereby 
to mechanically couple the shuttles together for simul 
taneous longitudinal movement. On the other hand, the 
camming surfaces of the shuttles serve as means for 
automatically transferring the shuttles ‘from the transfer 
passageways into the magazines, as will now be described 
with reference to FIGURES 5-10. 
In FIGURES 5—l0, there are shown the container 

front wall 14 and side walls 16, 18, as well as the corre 
sponding walls 12, 17 and 19 of the frame member, said 
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4 
frame member being secured to the container bottom 
32. The test tube bores of the shuttles are omitted. For 
purposes of description, in FIGURE 5, the front refer 
ence shuttle A is shown more or less centrally positioned 
in the front transfer passageway. In this position, the 
shuttle A is sliding engagement with the end shuttles B 
and F, the shuttle B being the foremost shuttle in the 
left magazine and the shuttle F being the rearmost shut 
tle in the right magazine. The spur gear 22 is in mesh 
with the gear rack formed in the ‘bottom surface of the 
shuttle A. Intermittent rotation of the gear results in a 
longitudinal step-by-step movement of the shuttle through 
the transfer passageway from left to right, as indicated 
by the arrow marked thereon. 
When the shuttle A reaches the position shown in 

FIGURE 6, it permits the shuttle B to slide into place 
behind it, it being noted that the relatively-short, outer 
camming surface 25’, of the shuttle B, now coincides 
with the relatively-short inner camming surface 28 of the 
shuttle A. It is here pointed out that when the shuttle A 
is in this position, the camming surfaces of the ref 
erence shuttle C (FIGURE 1), similarly engage the 
camming surface of the shuttle D, thereby forcing all of 
the shuttles in the left magazine to move toward the 
container front wall 14. As shown in FIGURE 6, the 
downwardly-extending hook member 27’ of the shuttle 
B, is spaced from the upwardly-extending hook member 
27 of the shuttle A. 
As the shuttle A moves further to the right, the shuttle 

B slides into alignment with shuttle A. During such rela— 
tively sliding movement of these shuttles, the hook mem 
ber of one shuttle slides along the inner ramming sur 
faces of the other shuttle. Thus, when the two shuttles 
are in alignment, as shown in FIGURE 7, the hook mem 
bers overlap each other and the shuttles A and B are 
mechanically-coupled together. Now, the shuttle A, driven 
:by the spur gear, draws the shuttle B along with it. 
When the shuttle A reaches the position shown in FIG 

URE 8, the spur gear 22 is in mesh with the gear rack 
formed in the bottom surface of the shuttle B, it being 
pointed out that the gear racks extend the full length of 
the shuttles whereby there is a smooth transfer of the 
spur gear teeth from one to the other shuttle without 
loss of shuttle motion. Now, the shuttle B drives the 
shuttle A ahead of it. As seen in FIGURE 8, the rela 
tively-long outer camming surface 26' of the shuttle B 
coincides with the relatively-long inner camming surface 
29 of the shuttle A. Although these coinciding camming 
surfaces of the two shuttles lie in a vertical plane which 
is angularly offset with respect to the shuttle axes, the 
left end portion of the shuttle A is con?ned between the 
container front wall 14 and the frame member front 
wall 12. Therefore, the shuttle A, pushed by the shuttle 
B, moves longitudinally. 

Eventually, the shuttles reach the positions shown in 
FIGURE 9, wherein the tapered right end of the shuttle A 
engages the container side wall and the tapered left end 
of this shuttle is clear of the frame member side wall 19. 
Now, the slidably-engaged, coinciding camming surfaces 
26’ and 29 effect a camming action, resulting in a tilting 
of the shuttle A, as shown. Upon further movement of 
the shuttle B, its forward end slides in front of the shuttle 
A, thereby causing the latter to move into the right maga 
zine, as shown in FIGURE 10. The shuttle B now occu 
pies the initial position of shuttle A. The transfer move 
ment of the shuttle A- into the right magazine, as shown 
in FIGURES 9 and 10, results in a forceful displacement 
of the shuttle F toward the rear of the right magazine. 
A similar action takes place at the rear end of the appa 
ratus. Speci?cally, and with reference to FIGURE 1, 
the transfer shuttle C is driven to the left by the spur 
gear 23 and the camming surfaces of this shuttle cooperate 
with the camming surfaces of the rearmost shuttle D. 
At the same time’that the shuttles A and B are aligned, 
the shuttle C forces the shuttle D toward the front of 
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the container. After the shuttle B is aligned with the 
shuttle A, the shuttle A (FIGURES 9 and 10), displaces 
the shuttles in the right magazine so that the foremost 
shuttle K (FIGURE 1), automatically couples to the 
shuttle C. Thereafter, the shuttles C and K move simul 
taneously, and in the same manner, as has been described 
with reference to the shuttles A and B. 

It will now be apparent that two shuttles are driven 
through the transfer passageways in a step-by-step manner 
by the associated spur gears. Such movement of these two 
shuttles results in a displacement of the two rows ‘2f 
shuttles in the magazines in opposite directions. When 
these transfer shuttles occupy predetermined positions in 
the transfer passageways, the ends of the foremost shut 
tles in each magazine automatically are coupled to the 
trailing ends of the associated transfer shuttle. Eventually, 
these foremost shuttles force the original reference shut 
tles into the magazines. 

With continued reference to FIGURE 1, the spacing 
between the side walls 17 and 19, of the frame member 
(that is, the length of the transfer passageways) is re 
lated to the length of the shuttles so as to permit the 
simultaneous lateral displacement of the shuttles within 
each magazine as the transfer shuttles move through the 
?lling stations and into the magazines. The space within 
the frame member 11 may be utilized for the drive motor, 
gearing and other components required to drive the shut 
tles, in a step-by-step manner, through the ?lling sta 
tions and in synchronism with a suitable timing or other 
mechanism for ?lling the test tubes. It will be apparent 
that the container may have a size to accommodate a 
desired number of shuttles of a given thickness and 
length. 

Reference now is made to FIGURE 11, which corre 
sponds to FIGURE 1 but shows another embodiment of 
the invention. Here, the container 10" is the same as 
that shown in FIGURE 1 except that the four inner 
corners 34-37 are oblique surfaces. The outer corners 
38—41, of the frame member 11', also are oblique sur 
faces and parallel to the proximate corners of the con 
tainer. The number, construction and arrangement of the 
shuttles, as well as the spur gears, remains the same. In 
the FIGURE 11 arrangement, there is no tilting of the 
reference shuttles as they pass out of the transfer passage 
ways into the magazines, as will now be descri ed with 
reference to FIGURES 12-17, which ?gures correspond 
to FIGURES 5-10. 

In FIGURE 12, the reference shuttle A is in the front 
transfer passageway with the spur gear 22 in mesh with 
the shuttle gear rack. When the shuttle A is moved to 
the position shown in FIGURE 13, it permits the shuttle 
B to slide into place behind it. At this point, the rela 
tively-short, outer camming surface 25' of the shuttle B 
is in sliding engagement with the relatively-short, inner 
camming surface 28 of the shuttle A. At the same time, - 1 
the relatively-long, outer camming surface 26 of the shut 
tle B is in sliding engagement with the oblique surface 
35 of the container. Also, the downwardly-extending hook 
member 27’ of the shuttle B is spaced from the upwardly 
extending hook member 27 of the shuttle A. It will be 
apparent that the camming surface 26 will slide along the 
container oblique surface 35 as the shuttle A moves further 
to the right. thereby resulting in an oblique movement 
of the shuttle B. 
When the shuttle A is in the position shown in FIGURE 

14, the shuttle B will be in engagement with the con 
tainer front wall 14 and the hook members of these 
shuttles will overlap each other, thereby mechanically 
coupling the shuttles together. Now, the shuttle A, driven 
by the spur gear, draws the shuttle B along with it. Just 
prior to the time when the shuttles reach the positions 
shown in FIGURE 15, the spur gear 22 passes out of 
mesh with the gear rack of shuttle A and into mesh with 
the gear rack of shuttle B. At this point, the relatively 
long, outer camming surface 26’, of the shuttle B, en 
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6 
gages the relatively-long, inner camming surface 29 of 
the shuttle A so that soon thereafter the relatively-short, 
outer camming surface 25’ of the shuttle A strikes the 
coinciding oblique surface 36 of the container, as shown 
in FIGURE 15. As the shuttle B now continues to push 
the shuttle A, the latter moves toward the magazine in 
an oblique direction, as indicated by the arrow. How 
ever, due to the particular angular disposition of the two 
shuttle camming surfaces 26" and 29, on the one hand, 
and the precisely reverse disposition of the shuttle A 
camming surface 25’ and the container surface 36, on 
the other hand, the entire shuttle A moves obliquely to 
ward and into the magazine, that is, there is no tilting of 
the shuttle A as shown in the corresponding view of 
FIGURE 9. The oblique corner 40, of the frame member, 
has the same angular disposition as the relatively-short, 
outer camming surface 25 of the shuttle A. Thus, as the 
shuttle A is pushed further by the driven shuttle B, the 
shuttle A camming surface 25 ?rst engages and then 
slides along the oblique surface 40 and, eventually, the 
shuttle A is moved into the magazine as shown in FIG 
URE 17. Now, shuttle B has taken the place of shuttle 
A in the transfer passageway and is in sliding engagement 
with the shuttle A and the now foremost shuttle B—1 of 
the left magazine. During the oblique movement of the 
shuttle A, from the position shown in FIGURE 15 to 
the position shown in FIGURE 17, there occurs an 
automatic disengagement of the reversely-disposed hook 
members. A similar action to that just described with 
reference to FIGURES 12—l7 takes place at the rear of 
the apparatus involving the shuttles D, C and K shown in 
FIGURE 11. 

Having now described the invention, those skilled in 
this art will be able to make various changes and modi 
?cations without thereby departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention as recited in the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus comprising, 
(a) two spaced, parallel chambers having front and 

rear transfer passageways formed at the ends, 
(b) a plurality of shuttles having complementary cam 
ming surfaces formed at the ends thereof, two ref 
erence shuttles being disposed in othe passageways 
and the remaining shuttles disposed in rows in the 
chambers, one reference shuttle being initially in end 
engagement with the rearmost shuttle disposed in one 
chamber and the other reference shuttle being initial 
ly in side engagement with the rearmost shuttle in 
the other passageway, and 

(c) drive means for simultaneously moving the said 
reference shuttles through the passageways in op 
posite directions, the camming surfaces of the en 
gaged shuttles effecting a lateral displacement of such 
rearmost shuttle in its chamber. 

2. The invention as recited in claim 1, including gear 
racks formed in the bottom surfaces of the shuttles and 
extending the full length of such surfaces and wherein 
the said drive means comprises gears which mesh with 
the gear racks of the shuttles in the transfer pasageways, 
and including hook members extending in opposite di 
rections from the ends of each shuttle, the hook member 
of the foremost shuttle in said one chamber automatically 
coupling to the hook member of the said other reference 
shuttle in its chamber. 

3. Apparatus comprising, 
(a) a container divided into ?rst and second parallel 
magazines, 

(b) means forming front and rear transfer passageways 
at the ends of and between the magazines, 

(0) a plurality of shuttles having tapered ends con 
stituting camming surfaces, two reference shuttles 
being initially disposed in the passageways and the 
remaining shuttles being disposed in rows in the 
magazines, one reference shuttle being initially in 
axial alignment with the rearmost shuttle in the ?rst 
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magazine and the other reference shuttle being ini 
tially in side engagement with the rearmost shuttle in 
the second magazine, 

(d) ?rst drive means for moving the said one reference 
shuttle along the rear passageway into end engage 
ment with the rearmost shuttle in the ?rst magazine, 
the engaged camming surfaces of these shuttles ef 
fecting a lateral displacement of such rearmost shut 
tle in the magazine, and 

(e) second drive means simultaneously moving the 
other shuttle along the front pasageway in a direction 
opposite to that of the said one reference shuttle. 

4. The invention as recited in claim 3, including co 
operating coupling means formed on the ends of each 
shuttle, which coupling means mechanically couples an 
end of the foremost shuttle of said ?rst magazine to the 
trailing end of the other reference shuttle upon lateral 
displacement of the rearmost shuttle in the ?rst magazine. 

5. The invention as recited in claim 4, wherein the said 
coupling means comprises ‘hook members extending in 
opposite direction from the ends of each shuttle, and 
in which said shuttles include means for supporting a 
plurality of test tubes in upright position and have a gear 
rack formed in the bottom surface thereof extending the 
full length of said surface, and wherein said ?rst and 
second drive means comprise gears which mesh with the 
gear racks of the shuttles disposed in said passageways. 

6. Apparatus comprising, 
(a) a rectangular container divided into ?rst and sec 
ond magazines, 

(b) means forming front and rear transfer passage 
ways at the ends of and between the magazines, 

(0) a plurality of shuttles having tapered ends con 
stituting camming surfaces, ?rst and second ref 
erence shuttles being disposed in the passageways 
and the remaining shuttles being disposed in rows in 
the magazines, the ?rst reference shuttle being initial 
ly in end engagement with the rearmost shuttle of 
?rst magazine and the rearmost shuttle of the second 
magazine being initially in side engagement with the 
second reference shuttle, and 

((1) drive means for simultaneously moving the ref 
erence shuttles in opposite directions through the 
passageways, the arrangement being such that upon 
movement of the two reference shuttles the ?rst 
reference shuttle presses the engaged rearmost shuttle 
against the container side wall after which the en 
gaged camming surfaces of these shuttles effect a 
lateral displacement of such rearmost shuttle in the 
?rst magazine, and the foremost shuttle in the ?rst 
magazine is moved into axial alignment with the 
second reference shuttle during the lateral displace 
ment of said rearmost shuttle of the ?rst magazine. 

7. The invention as recited in claim 6, including oblique 
surfaces formed at the inner corners of the container, 
said oblique surfaces having an angular orientation coin— 
ciding with that of the camming surfaces formed on the 
ends of the shuttles, wherein a camming surface of the 
rearmost shuttle of the ?rst magazine slidably engages 
one of the oblique surfaces during lateral displacement 
of such rearmost shuttle in its magazine, and wherein a 
camming surface of the foremost shuttle in the ?rst maga 
zine slidably engages another of the oblique surfaces dur 
ing movement of such foremost shuttle into alignment 
with the second reference shuttle. 

8. Apparatus comprising, 
(a) a rectangular container having oblique camming 

surfaces formed at the inner corners thereof, 
(b) a frame member secured to the container, said 
member having side walls spaced from the container 
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8 
side walls to form a pair of magazines and end walls 
spaced from the other container Walls to form a pair 
of transfer passageways, 

(c) a plurality of shuttles having tapered ends con 
stituting camming surfaces, hook members extending 
from the tapered ends in oposite directions and a 
gear rack formed in the bottom surface and extend 
ing the full length of such surface; two reference 
shuttles being initially disposed in the said passage 
ways and the remaining shuttles disposed in rows in 
the magazines, one reference shuttle being initially 
in engagement with the rearmost shuttle in one mag 
azine and the other reference shuttle being initially 
in side engagement with the foremost shuttle in the 
other magazine, and 

(d) a pair of driving gears carried by the container 
and in mesh with the gear racks of the reference 
shuttles, said gears simultaneously driving the refer 
ence shuttles along the passageways in opposite di 
rections, the camming surfaces of the shuttles and the 
said oblique camming surfaces being so arranged 
that, upon movement of the reference shuttles through 
the passageways, the said rearmost shuttle engages 
one oblique surface and is displaced laterally in the 
said one magazine, simultaneously in said foremost 
shuttle is moved obliquely out of the ?rst magazine 
and into axial alignment with the other reference 
shuttle, the hook member of the said foremost shut 
tle mechanically couples to the hook member of the 
second reference shuttle as the foremost shuttle moves 
into alignment with the second reference shuttle, the 
gear rack of the second reference shuttle passes out 
of mesh with the associated gear as the gear rack of 
the said foremost shuttle moves into mesh with such 
gear, after which the said foremost shuttle pushes 
the second reference shuttle into engagement with a 
diagonally-opposed oblique surface and obliquely into 
the other magazine. 

9. The invetnion as recited in claim 8, including means 
for supporting a plurality of test tubes in upright posi— 
tions on each shuttle. 

10. A shuttle, or the like, comprising, ' 
(a) an elongated body having parallel side walls ter 
minating in tapered end portions having apexes off 
set in oposite directions with reference to the longi 
tudinal center line of said body. 

(b) means forming a set of tapered surfaces at the 
end portions of said body, each set of tapered sur 
faces being parallel to the proximate one of said end 
portions and having an apex spaced inwardly there 
of, 

(c) hook members extending in reverse directions from 
the apexes of said tapered end portions of the body, 
and 

((1) means forming a longitudinally-extending gear 
rack on one surface of the said body. 
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